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you are a film director. you have a collection of films in your personal library, and you would like to
make a new dvd or blu-ray disc with them. but you also want to make this special disc using the best

quality. a film, the quality of which no one has ever seen before. you're tired of renting dvd-r discs
from local stores and buying the expensive. you can not afford to buy blu-ray discs and of course not

a disc with the best picture quality. but you need to make a special disc. your friend tells you that
there is a way to make a special film using software, but it works only on windows. but windows only

supports 32-bit. and your computer only supports 32-bit. if you are a film director, who does not
want to buy expensive software, but would like to have the best. then you need to see dmitryrender.

the dmitrirender software is compatible with windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 and 2019. dmitrirender is
compatible only with nvidia video card (ampere, turing, pascal, maxwell, kepler). supported 64-bits
version of windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10. supported only 64-bits video players. support for 32-bits video

players is dropped. 3d-video is not supported. optimized code, improved quality, reduced the
number of artifacts. fixed some bugs. full precision (10 bits) input, processing and output. added

support for hdr video (10 bits and 8 bits), for 4k video (3840x2160), for 4k vertical video
(2160x3840).32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor with two or more cores with a frequency of at
least 1 ghz with sse2 supportat least 2 gb of ramvideo card with hardware support for directx 11:
nvidia geforce graphics card the 400th, 500th, 600th, 700th, 800th, 900th series; or graphics card

amd radeon hd 5000th, 6000th, 7000th, 8000th series; or graphics card amd radeon r5/r7/r9 200th,
300th seriat least 512 mb of video memorythe latest drivers for your video cardthe latest version of

microsoft directx librarythe latest version of visual c++ redistributable for microsoft visual studio
201532-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) video player with support for external directshow-filters30-day trial
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